No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, or otherwise, without the written permission of the publisher. Behzad Yaghmaian read a very early version, on the spectacular beach at Malaga, as he reported. It's an ill wind that blows no good at all, for just such a wind carried off the last chapter. The implication that it was not worth chasing down, along with his stern comments on the rest, had the desired effect; that the present book contains a formalized theory of micro-economics-in-time is largely his doing.
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Christopher Gunn had read all or part of several versions, proposed numerous changes, suggested potential publishers, revived ›agging morale, steadily insisting that the book be ‹nished and "gotten out there" into the debate.
Michael Keaney urged more material from the institutionalist tradition and on value theory. I've stinted on institutionalism but I hope he will ‹nd the modi‹ed value theory chapters up to the mark.
For perhaps thirty years now I've gone to Rick Wolff for advice on economics but none so much as for materials bearing on the present volume. I feel deeply indebted to him in both the practical and the theoretical realms.
Gil Skillman commented on the very dif‹cult ‹rst chapter of the book. His observations no less than his reservations helped very considerably in the rewriting of it.
Bertell Ollman may perhaps be dubious about my revisions of Marx but he helped to reformulate many arguments and-not less-directed the book to several publishers. My thanks also to Ellen McCarthy, Senior Editor for Social Sciences, her associate, Ann Schultz, Marcia LaBrenz, and other colleagues at the University of Michigan Press. I hope this book will prove worthy of the time and effort they have given it.
As be‹ts a theoretical work, whose merit rests ultimately on the quality of its own arguments, I have made only a few references to only a small handful of economics authorities. The experienced reader will recognize, however, many other distinguished writers not cited here, sometimes by an inadvertent borrowing, here and there by an objection, more often by the problems I've undertaken to address or ignore. Two names, however, stand out as my teachers. Mark Sherefkin, then of Cornell, was my ‹rst mentor in economics. I hope I've not strayed too far from that good start. My continuing mentor has been the late Joseph Schumpeter. I never studied with Professor Schumpeter, indeed never even met him, but I feel keenly his creative in›uence on my work. I cannot imagine that he would agree with the views I've presented in the present volume but think that he would heartily approve of this as of every effort to raise new questions and propose new answers to our ever unfolding economic experience.
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